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Unilateral Climate Poliy, the Green Paradox, Coalition Size

and Stability

Gilbert Kollenbah

a,∗

a

Lehrstuhl für Volkswirtshaftslehre, insbesondere Finanzwissenshaft, Gilbert Kollenbah, 58084 Hagen,

Germany

Abstrat

We inorporate three important aspets of urrent limate poliy, unilateralism, demand

side approah and a limate target, in a multi-ountry model with �ow dependent fossil

fuel extration osts and a bakstop. It turns out that the optimal limate oalition should

enompass all ountries whih are onerned about global warming and that the arbon

tax inreases initially to approah zero later on. While a fast inreasing tax may ause an

inrease of early fossil fuel extration (weak green paradox), a su�iently large limate

oalition an guarantee the adherene to the limate target. We present both a su�ient

oalition size rule and the stable oalition size evolution path. It is shown that the results

are robust to a stok dependene of extration osts.

Keywords: Climate Change, Climate Target, Unilateral Climate Poliy

JEL lassi�ation: Q41; Q42; Q54; Q58

1. Introdution

Due to its possibly extensive onsequenes, limate hange belongs the most disussed

subjets in the last deades. Current limate protetion measures and the ongoing po-

litial negotiations feature three harateristis. Firstly, there is hardly a global attempt

to limit limate hange. Instead, sub-global oalitions or single nations follow their uni-

lateral limate poliy.

1

Seondly, the implemented measures fous on the demand side

∗
Department of Eonomis, University of Hagen, Universitätsstr. 41, 58097 Hagen, Germany, Tele-

phone: +49 2331 987 - 2694, Fax: +49 2331 987 - 4143,

University of Siegen, Germany

Email address: Gilbert.Kollenbah�Fernuni-Hagen.de (Gilbert Kollenbah)

1

The Kyoto Protool, whih an arguable be alled the most ambitious politial projet of the last

deades, was not signed by all nations of the world or at least all important ones but only by a sub-global

oalition.
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of fossil fuel markets.

2

And thirdly, the 2

◦
C limate target, whih allows for a maximal

global temperature inrease above the preindustrial level of 2

◦
C, is regularly ited as the

politial goal.

3

The �rst two harateristis are losely related to eah other. The �rst onerns that a

unilateral and demand side foused limate poliy an harm the environment by aelerat-

ing fossil fuel extration were raised by Sinn (2008a) and Sinn (2008b). Sinn refers to this

phenomenon as the green paradox. Gerlagh (2011), Grafton et al. (2012), Van der Ploeg

and Withagen (2012), and Hoel (2013) study the green paradox in one-ountry models

under the assumptions of a limate ost (or damage) funtion. The aspet of unilater-

alism is inorporated by Eihner and Pethig (2011), Eihner and Pethig (2013), Eihner

and Pethig (2014), Ritter and Shopf (2014), Hoel (2011), and Kollenbah (2014a) by

applying two- or three-ountry models. The latter two ontributions onsider a model of

steady time with a lean bakstop but with exogenous limate poliy hanges. In ontrast,

the former four ontributions make use of an two-period model without a lean bakstop

tehnology to study several politial options to attain a limate target suh as the 2

◦
C tar-

get. A limate target is also disussed by Chakravorty et al. (2006a), Chakravorty et al.

(2006b), Chakravorty et al. (2008), Chakravorty et al. (2012), La�orgue et al. (2008),

Henriet (2012), and Kollenbah (2014b). However, all mentioned studies assume an one-

ountry model and fous either on the optimal depletion of fossil fuels or on eonomi

growth.

The aim of our paper is to inorporate all three harateristis of urrent limate

poliy, i.e. unilateralism, demand side poliies, and the 2

◦
target. For this purpose we

develop a multi-ountry model with polluting fossil fuels and a lean bakstop (e.g. solar

energy). Only a fration of the ountries is onerned about the environment (environ-

mental fration). These ountries an form a limate oalition to attain a limate target,

represented by a eiling on the stok of emissions, by imposing a ommon quantity tax on

fossil fuel onsumption. We determine the optimal unilateral limate poliy by desribing

2

For example, the EU emission trading sheme limits the CO2 emissions of several eonomi setors

but does not diretly a�et the produers of fossil fuel. However, fossil fuel is the main soure of CO2

emissions. Aording to Hoel (2011) and Van der Ploeg and Withagen (2012), fossil fuels are responsible

for 75% of greenhouse gas emissions.

3

The limate target was endorsed by the United Nation Framework Conferene on Climate Change

in Canun, f. UNFCCC (2010).

2



the evolution of the tax and the optimal oalition size.

4

Furthermore, we study the stabil-

ity of the limate oalition and under whih onditions the unilateral limate poliy may

ause a weak and/or a strong green paradox. With respet to the weak green paradox,

we apply Gerlagh's (2011) de�nition of an inrease of early emissions. The strong green

paradox is de�ned by Gerlagh (2011) as an inrease of limate osts. As we abstain from

a damage funtion, we rede�ne the strong green paradox as a violation of the limate

target.

It turns out that the oalition should enompass the whole environmental fration and

that the tax inreases as long as the eiling is not binding, dereases to zero during the

time period of a binding eiling and equals zero for all following points in time. Thus, the

evolution of the optimal unilateral tax mimis the results of Chakravorty et al. (2006a)

and Kollenbah (2014b). If the tax inreases su�iently fast, it may give rise to a weak

green paradox. However, a strong green paradox does not our, if the oalition enom-

passes a su�iently number of ountries. To analyze the stability of the oalition, we use

the onept of internal and external stability. Aording to d'Aspremont et al. (1983), a

oalition is internally and externally stable, if no oalition ountry an inrease its welfare

by leaving the oalition and no non-oalition or fringe ountry an inrease its welfare by

joining the oalition. Under the assumption that the oalition an ommit itself to a spe-

i� limate poliy, i.e. a tax path, and only fossil fuel is used, the maximal oalition size

is stable. In ase that both fossil fuel and bakstop are used simultaneously, we alulate

a stable oalition size path whih guarantees the adherene of the eiling. We show also

that a stok dependene of extration osts does not alter the results onsiderably.

The paper is strutured as follows. The model is desribed in setion 2. In setion 3 we

determine the optimal unilateral limate poliy and analyze whether this poliy an ause

a green paradox in setion 4. The stable oalition size is srutinized in setion 5. Setion

6 augments the model with stok dependent extration osts, while setion 7 onludes.

4

Note that "optimal" refers here not to the soial optimum (global oalition) but to the best solution

given the size of the environmental fration, i.e. the best small oalition size.

3



2. Model

Suppose an eonomy that onsists of n independent nations. The idential quasi-linear

utility funtion of the representative individual of eah ountry i is given by

V (xi, zi) = U(xi) + yi. (1)

xi denotes the individual's onsumption of energy and yi the one of a tradable good. The

prie py of the latter is normalized to 1. The funtion U(xi) is well behaved, i.e. Ux > 0,

Uxx < 0 and Uxxx > 0. Energy is either generated by fossil fuels r or a bakstop b (solar

energy) aording to the simple one to one onversion xi = ri + bi. Thus, bakstop is a

perfet substitute for fossil fuels. The world market onsumer pries are denoted with pcr

and pb.
5

At every point in time, all individuals are exogenously endowed with an amount

ȳi(t) of the tradable good and the inome ξ̄i(t).
6

The representative individual of eah

ountry owns the shares of all ompanies loated in its ountry, so that all pro�ts are

distributed to it. In similar manner, the tax yields Φi of the respetive government i are

distributed to the representative individual by a lump sum transfer.

We assume that bakstop is available in all ountries, while fossil fuels are only loated

in a subset q.7 Nonetheless, the world markets of both fossil fuels and bakstop are

haraterized by perfet ompetition. Thus, the representative fossil fuel and bakstop

�rm possesses no market power. The osts of the representative bakstop �rm read cb,

with c > 0. Thus, bakstop unit osts are onstant. The pro�t maximization of the

bakstop �rm diretly gives pb = c and Πb = 0, with Πj , j = r, b denoting the pro�t of

the representative �rm in the fossil fuel and bakstop setor respetively.

The representative fossil fuel �rm owns the limited fossil fuel stok s(0). The stok s

dereases with extration aording to

8

ṡ = −r. (2)

The extration osts C(r) onvexly inrease in urrent extration rate, i.e. Cr > 0 and

5

As we do not need to distinguish between a produer and a onsumer bakstop prie, the index c of

pcb is omitted.
6

For the sake of simpliity we suppress the time index t subsequently, if not needed for understanding.

7

Subset labels, suh as q, do not only indiate the respetive subset but also the subset size, i.e. there

are q ountries with fossil fuel reserves.

8

The notation ν̇ is used to indiate the hange of the arbitrary variable ν in time, i.e.

dν
dt
. The growth

rate

1
ν
dν
dt

is denoted with ν̂.

4



Crr > 0.9 To ensure the ompetitiveness of fossil fuel, we set Cr(0) < c.

Despite the disparate distribution of fossil fuels, the nations di�er in limate onerns

but are idential in all other aspets. The environmental fration m < n is onerned

about global warming, whih is aused by the aumulation of arbon emissions in the

atmosphere. Aording to

ż = r − γz, (3)

the emission onentration inreases with fossil fuel extration but dereases due to the

natural regeneration rate γ. The ountries belonging to the environmentally fration

agree that the emission onentration should not exeed the eiling z̄.10 To realize this

limate target, they ould form a limate oalition that pursues a uni�ed poliy. The

orresponding instrument is the fossil fuel quantity tax κ. The remaining n−m ountries

do not agree with the limate target z̄. While the onerns of these ountries may be

re�eted by some higher ritial value z̃, we assume z̃ = ∞ to fous on the unilateral

poliy of the environmental fration. Subsequently, all ountries not belonging to the

limate oalition are referred to as the fringe.

We assume that all fringe ountries and the oalition onsider themselves as small ountries

on the fossil fuel and bakstop market, i.e. they take the pries as given. In absene

of environmental onerns and market power, the fringe ountries have no inentive to

pursue limate poliy. Thus, the fringe ountries are inative. Furthermore, we assume

q ∈ n −m, so that there are no fossil fuel reserves in the ountries of the environmental

fration. Consequently, the limate poliy of the oalition an not diretly a�et the

supply side of the fossil fuel market, i.e. it is a stritly demand side poliy.

2.1. Fossil Fuel Supply

Fossil fuel supply is determined by the intertemporal pro�t maximization of the rep-

resentative fossil fuel �rm. With τ as the urrent value ostate variable (shadow prie,

sarity rent) of the resoure stok and pr as the (produer) fossil fuel prie net of the tax κ,

the urrent value Hamiltonian reads H = prr−C(r)−τr, with Πr(t) = pr(t)r(t)−C(r(t))

9

A stok dependene of extration osts is introdued in setion 6.

10

An endogenous explanation of the eiling would be an augmented utility funtion whih equals (1) as

long as z(t) ≤ z̄ but reads V (x, z) = −∞ for z(t) > z̄. The eiling ould also be the result of international

negotiations, as pointed out by Kollenbah (2014b) and Eihner and Pethig (2013). Further justi�ations

for a eiling are given by Chakravorty et al. (2006a), Chakravorty et al. (2008), Chakravorty et al. (2012)

and La�orgue et al. (2008).

5



denoting the pro�t for some arbitrary point in time. The onditions for an optimum are

pr = Cr + τ, (4)

τ̂ = ρ. (5)

The transversality onditions read

11

τ(T ) ≥ 0, τ(T )s(T ) = 0 and H(T ) = 0, (6)

with T denoting the point in time of fossil fuel extration vanishes. At eah point in time

(4) determines fossil fuel supply R(pr, τ) as a funtion of the fossil fuel produer prie

and the sarity rent. The latter an be written as τ(t) = τ0e
ρt
, with τ0 > 0 as a onstant

of integration and initial sarity rent. As we abstain here from a stok dependene of

extration osts, it is not optimal to leave some fossil fuel in situ, i.e. τ0 is suh that

T
∫

0

r(t)dt = s(0) holds.

2.2. Fossil Fuel Demand

To determine the demand for fossil fuels, we have to solve the optimization problem of

the representative individuals of the di�erent ountries. The ountries an belong to the

limate oalition or to the fringe. Furthermore, some fringe ountries exhibit fossil fuel

reserves. However, the individuals di�er only in aspets whih are exogenous to them, i.e.

in ξ̄, ȳ, Πr and Φ.12 Let Λ denote the sum of these variables. The budget onstraint of

an arbitrary individual reads y = Λ− prr− κr− pbb = Λ− pcrr− pbb. Substituting in (1)

gives H = U(r + b) + Λ− pcrr− pbb+ ζrr+ ζbb, with ζr and ζb denoting the multipliers of

the non-negative onditions r ≥ 0 and b ≥ 0. The �rst order onditions for an optimum

and the omplementary slakness onditions read

Ux(r + b) = pr + κ− ζr, (7)

Ux(r + b) = pb − ζb, (8)

ζr ≥ 0, ζrr = 0, ζb ≥ 0, ζbb = 0. (9)

(7) and (8) determine energy demand D(pcr) or D(c). If the fossil fuel onsumer prie

pcr falls short of the bakstop prie pb = c, demand is only satis�ed by fossil fuels, i.e.

11

We follow Seierstad and Sydsaeter (1987), theorem 11 and Feihtinger and Hartl (1986), Satz 7.6.

Due to Cr(0) < c, T = 0 is not possible. Sine τ(t) + Cr(r) reahes c in �nite time, T = ∞ is ruled out.

12

To indiate that ξ̄, ȳ, Φ, Λ, b, and r belong to a spei� individual, we ould use the index i. As the

utility funtions are idential, we abstain from the index to keep notation simple.

6



Ux(D(pcr)) = pcr. Furthermore, Dp(p
c
r) = 1

Uxx
< 0 and Dpp(p

c
r) = −Uxxx

U3
xx

> 0, so that

demand is onvexly dereasing in the onsumer prie. In ase of pcr = c, the individual

is indi�erent between the two energy soures, as fossil fuels and bakstop are perfet

substitutes. Following Kollenbah (2014a), we assume that fossil fuels are used as long as

they an be supplied at a marginal lower prie than the bakstop. Thus, a mix of both

resoures an be used. If the fossil fuel onsumer prie exeeds c, the demand for fossil

fuel vanishes. Summarizing the latter two ases, we get Ux(D(c)) = c, if pcr ≥ c. Hene,

the fossil fuel demand funtion onsists of the onvexly dereasing part D(pcr) and the

onstant one D(c).

Suppose the individual is the representative itizen of a fringe ountry. With a degree

sign (an asterisk) denoting values and funtions of fringe (oalition) ountries, fossil fuel

demand reads

F ◦(pr) =











D◦(pr), if pr < c,

0 ≤ F ◦ ≤ D◦(c), if pr = c.

(10)

Otherwise, we get

F ∗(pr, κ) =











D∗(pr + κ), if pr < c− κ,

0 ≤ F ∗ ≤ D∗(c), if pr = c− κ.

(11)

Let k denote the number of oalition ountries. Total fossil fuel demand is given by

A(pr, κ, k) =







































kD∗(pr + κ) + (n− k)D◦(pr), if pr < c− κ, (i)

kF ∗ + (n− k)D◦(c− κ), if pr = c− κ, (ii)

(n− k)D◦(pr), if c− κ < pr < c, (iii)

(n− k)F ◦, if pr = c. (iv)

(12)

2.3. Fossil fuel market equilibrium

At every point in time, the equilibrium of the fossil fuel market is desribed by

A(pr(t), κ(t), k(t)) = R(pr(t), τ(t)). Sine the demand funtion (12) onsists of four parts,

labeled from top to bottom (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv), we an distinguish between four equi-

librium types depending on the position of the supply funtion and the tax κ. Fig. 1

illustrates the aggregated fossil fuel demand and the supply funtion. The equilibrium,

denoted with E, is loated on part (ii) of the demand funtion. If the tax or the sarity

rent are lower, the equilibrium ould be loated on part (i). In ontrast, a higher sarity

7



rent or a higher tax may imply an equilibrium on part (iii). An equilibrium on part (iv)

requires a su�iently large sarity rent. The juntion point PA
of part (ii) and (iii) of

the aggregated demand funtion plays an important part in the subsequent analysis. At

time t it is de�ned by lim
F ∗

→0
[kF ∗ + (n− k)D◦(c− κ(t))] = (n− k)D◦(c− κ(t)).

PSfrag replaements

Tex-Ersetzung

pr

c

c− κ

(iv)

(iii)

(ii)

r

(i)

Cr(r) + τ

PA E

Figure 1: Fossil fuel demand and supply for an arbitrary tax rate κ

3. Optimal unilateral Climate Poliy

To determine the optimal unilateral limate poliy, we assume that a onstrained

planner maximizes the utility of the environmental fration, given by a utilitarian welfare

funtion, subjet to the limate target.

13

As the tax yields Φ are distributed to the

itizens of the oalition ountries and no fossil fuel reserves are loated in these ountries,

the orresponding budget onstrain reads y = ξ̄ + ȳ − prr
∗ − pbb

∗
. With θ denoting the

shadow prie of emissions, µ the Lagrange multiplier assoiated with the limate target,

and ζ∗i , i = r, b the multipliers of the non-negative onditions r∗ ≥ 0 and b∗ ≥ 0, the

urrent-value Lagrangian is

L =k
[

U(r∗ + b∗) + ξ̄ + ȳ − prr
∗ − pbb

∗
]

+ (m− k)
[

U(r◦ + b◦) + ξ̄ + ȳ − prr
◦ − pbb

◦
]

+ θ[kr∗ + (n− k)r◦ − γz]− µ[kr∗ + (n− k)r◦ − γz] + ζ∗r r
∗ + ζ∗b b

∗. (13)

Sine the fringe ountries abstain from limate poliy, r◦ and b◦ are given by (7) - (9)

and exogenous to the onstrained planner. The �rst order onditions of the optimization

13

Reall that "optimal" refers here not to the soial optimum but to the best solution giving the limited

size of the environmental fration.

8



problem and the omplementary slakness onditions with respet to r∗ and b∗ are

Ux = pr + µ− θ − ζ∗r , (14)

Ux = pb − ζ∗b , (15)

ζ∗r ≥ 0, ζrr
∗ = 0, ζ∗b ≥ 0, ζ∗b b

∗ = 0. (16)

Comparing (14) with (7) shows that the optimal tax equals µ− θ. The growth rate of θ

is given by

−γθ + γµ = ρθ − θ̇. (17)

The omplement slakness onditions with respet to the eiling z̄ read

∂L

∂µ
= −kr∗ − (n− k)r◦ + γz ≥ 0, µ ≥ 0, µ

∂L

∂µ
= 0,

z̄ − z ≥ 0, µ[z̄ − z] = 0, (18)

ρµ− µ̇ ≥ 0, [= 0 if z̄ − z > 0].

To determine the optimal tax path, we follow Kollenbah (2014b) and distinguish between

three time periods. In phase 1 the eiling is non-binding but will bind at a later point

in time, i.e. the eiling is temporary non-binding. Phase 2 is haraterized a temporary

binding eiling and phase 3 by a non-binding eiling for all following points in time. The

swithing points from one phase to the next are alled juntion points.

During phase 2, the binding eiling and (3) require r(t) = r̄ = γz̄, i.e. a onstant fossil

fuel extration. If the fossil fuel market equilibrium is loated on part (iii) or (iv) of the

aggregated demand funtion, fossil fuel extration dereases, sine demand on the parts

(iii) and (iv) is onstant in time, while the sarity rent ontinuously inreases (τ̂ = ρ).

Thus, if phase 2 does not only last for one moment in time, the equilibria need to be

loated on the parts (i) or (ii) of the aggregated demand funtion, i.e. to the right of the

point PA
in Fig. 1. On this two parts of the aggregated demand funtion, the limate

oalition an guarantee the adherene of the eiling by setting the appropriate tax rate.

Thus, the optimal unilateral limate poliy during phase 2 must guarantee fossil fuel

market equilibria whih oinide with PA(t) or are loated to the right of it.

14

During phase 1 (17) and (18) give θ(t) = θ0e
(ρ+γ)t

, with θ0 as onstant of integration,

and µ = 0. Sine an exogenous inrease of the emission stok tightens the optimization

14PA
hanges in time, if the tax hanges.

9



problem of the onstrained planner and beause θ an be interpreted as the shadow prie

of emissions during phase 1, θ < 0 and therefore θ0 < 0. As the tax equals µ − θ,

κ(t) = −θ(t) > 0 and dκ
dt

= ρ+γ > 0. Thus, the optimal tax rate is positive and inreases

in time during phase 1.

The binding eiling during phase 2 and (18) imply µ ≥ 0, so that (17) reads θ̇ = (ρ+γ)θ−

µγ. Aording to Feihtinger and Hartl (1986), page 171 et seq., θ annot be interpreted

as the shadow prie of emissions during phase 2, but equals the sum of µ and the shadow

prie.

15

As the latter is negative, the tax rate κ(t) = µ(t) − θ(t) is positive. (17) and

(18) do not provide unambiguous information about the growth rate of the tax. However,

we know that the equilibria during phase 2 need to be loated on part (i) or (ii) of the

aggregated demand funtion. As the supply funtion ontinuously shifts upwards in a

(r, pr) diagram, the tax has to derease to guarantee r(t) = γz̄ during phase 2. If the

eonomy is in phase 3, κ(t) = 0, as µ = 0 and θ = 0. The latter follows from our omission

of diret e�ets of pollution on utility.

In the Appendix we show that the tax and therefore the fossil fuel extration path is

ontinuous at the juntion points and that the only sequene ontaining all three phases

begins with a non-binding eiling in phase 1, swithes at t = t1 into phase 2 for a limited

time period and afterwards at t = t2 into phase 3 for an unlimited period. Proposition 1,

whih summarizes the optimal tax path, follows diretly.

16

Proposition 1 The optimal unilateral fossil fuel tax inreases ontinuously, if the eiling

is non-binding for a limited time period. The tax reahes its maximum at the moment the

eiling beomes binding. During the time period of a binding eiling the tax dereases and

equals zero as of the moment the eiling beomes non-binding.

Our result is in line with the �ndings of Chakravorty et al. (2006a), Kollenbah (2014b)

and other authors analyzing the e�et of a eiling in a losed eonomy. However, it

ontrasts with Van der Ploeg and Withagen (2012), who fous on the green paradox and

�nd that the optimal tax inreases ontinuously. On the one hand, they use a stok

15

Further dynami optimization text books are Chiang (1992), Seierstad and Sydsaeter (1987), and

Kamien and Shwartz (2000).

16

As mentioned above, the eiling an be binding for only one moment in time, i.e. the emission path

only touhes or is tangent to the eiling. The Appendix shows that in this speial ase θ(t) = 0, µ(t) = 0
and onsequently κ(t) = 0 for all points in time. Therefore, the fossil fuel market equilibria during

phase 2 an be loated on part (iv) of the aggregated demand funtion. Without a tax, part (iii) of the
aggregated demand funtion does not exist. We abstain from this ase in the following, as the optimal

limate poliy is no limate poliy.

10



dependent damage funtion instead of a eiling. On the other, they abstain from natural

regeneration, whih gives rise to a non-dereasing tax path.

To determine the optimal oalition size, the onstrained planner maximizes H =

k[U(r∗ + b∗) + ξ̄ + ȳ − prr
∗ − pbb

∗] + (m− k)[U(r◦ + b◦) + ξ̄ + ȳ − prR
◦ − pbb

◦] + θ[kr∗ +

(n− k)r◦ − γz]− µ[kr∗ + (n− k)r◦ − γz] with respet to k. We get

k =



























0, if U(x∗)− U(x◦)− (pr − θ + µ)(r∗ − r◦)− pb(b
∗ − b◦) < 0,

0 ≤ k ≤ m, if U(x∗)− U(x◦)− (pr − θ + µ)(r∗ − r◦)− pb(b
∗ − b◦) = 0,

m, if U(x∗)− U(x◦)− (pr − θ + µ)(r∗ − r◦)− pb(b
∗ − b◦) > 0.

(19)

Due to κ = µ − θ and (4) - (9), the ondition on the right hand side of (19) reads

U(x∗)−U(x◦)−Ux(x
∗)(x∗−x◦) S 0. As the tax and the sarity rent inrease ontinuously

during phase 1 and the equilibria during phase 2 need to be loated on part (i) or (ii)

of the aggregated demand funtion, they must be loated there also during phase 1.

Therefore, we onentrate on these two parts, so that x◦ > x∗
and U(x◦) > U(x∗). Then,

the ondition gives

U(x◦)− U(x∗)

Ux(x∗)

x∗

x◦ − x∗
< ǫ(x∗), (20)

with ǫ(x∗) as the elastiity of utility evaluated at x = x∗
.

17

Consequently, k = m.

Proposition 2 The optimal oalition onsists of all ountries of the environmental fra-

tion.

Aording to proposition 2, the gains one ountry ould realize by leaving the oalition

are outweighed by the additional osts the remaining ountries have to bear in terms of

less fossil fuel use. By forming a maximal oalition these osts are minimized for the

individual members. In light of the used utilitarian welfare funtion, the result is not

surprising. It is also in line with the tax ompetition literature, e.g. Hoyt (1991) shows

that the e�ient oalition size is a grant oalition.

4. The green paradox

Unilateral limate poliies have given rise to onerns that they may harm and not

protet the environment. Sinn (2008a,b) was the �rst one to express these onerns and

17

Due to the onavity of the utility funtion, U(x◦)−U(x∗) grows at a lower pae than x◦ − x∗
, with

lim
x◦

→x∗

U(x◦)−U(x∗)
U(x∗)

x∗

x◦
−x∗

= ǫ(x∗).
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has labeled the related phenomenon the green paradox. Gerlagh (2011) distinguishes

between a weak and a strong green paradox. He refers to a weak green paradox, if

the introdution or tightening of a limate poliy inreases early emissions, i.e. if early

fossil fuel extration is inreased. A strong green paradox is de�ned by an inrease of

umulative environmental damage. As we abstain from damages aused by emissions to

onentrate on the unilateral limate target (eiling), we rede�ne the strong green paradox

as a violation of the target.

4.1. Weak green paradox

To analyze if the optimal unilateral limate poliy an ause a weak green paradox,

we apply the method of Kollenbah (2014a). If a weak green paradox ours, early fossil

fuel extration is higher after the implementation (announement) of limate poliy than

without it. As the fossil fuel stok is not altered and the area below the extration

path needs to equal the stok

(

T
∫

0

r(t)dt = s(0)

)

, a weak green paradox requires that the

fossil fuel extration path valid after the introdution intersets the extration path valid

before the introdution from above at some point in time t. Following Hoel (2011) and

Kollenbah (2014a), we refer to the situation before (after) the implementation of limate

poliy as the old (new) one, indiated by the index O (N). Thus, the intersetion of the

extration paths is haraterized by rO(t) = rN(t) and drO(t)
dt

>
drN (t)

dt
, with rO(t) and

rN(t) representing the old and new fossil fuel market equilibria.

In Fig. 2 we illustrate the old (solid line) and new (dahed line) aggregated fossil fuel

demand funtion.

18

Obviously, an arbitrary positive fossil fuel tax κ lowers demand for
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Figure 2: Fossil fuel demand and supply for an arbitrary tax rate κ
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The funtion without limate poliy follows from (12) with κ = 0.
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all produer pries pr ≤ c. Assume that τ0 is suh that

T
∫

0

rO(t)dt = s(0) holds before the

implementation of the unilateral limate poliy. Ceteris paribus, the market equilibria

rN(t) are lower than rO(t), so that
T
∫

0

rN(t) < s(0). Consequently, the initial sarity rent

dereases to ensure

T
∫

0

rN(t)dt = s(0), i.e. τO(0) > τN (0). Aording to (5), τ̂O = τ̂N = ρ,

whih implies that at every point in time the old sarity rent inreases faster than the new

one. By summarizing the requirements for a weak green paradox, i.e. the requirements

for the intersetion of the old and new fossil fuel extration path we are interested in, we

get

19

rO(t) = rN(t), (21)

drO(t)

dt
>

drN(t)

dt
, (22)

dτO(t)

dt
>

dτN(t)

dt
. (23)

Hereafter, we hek if (21) - (23) may hold during phase 1 or 2. In phase 3, (21) - (23)

an never hold.

20

Reall that the new fossil fuel market equilibria during phase 1 and 2

need to be loated on part (i) or (ii) of the new aggregated demand funtion. Taking

(21) into aount, Fig. 2 shows that rO(t) an be loated either on the falling part (part

(i)) of the old aggregated demand funtion or on the horizontal part (part (ii)). Hene,

(21) may hold for the equilibria ombination ((i)O, (i)N), ((i)O, (ii)N ) and ((ii)O, (ii)N),

with the �rst element of eah pair referring to rO(t) and the seond one to rN(t).

As shown in the Appendix, (21) and (22) imply for the three equilibria ombinations

((i)O, (i)N), ((i)O, (ii)N) and ((ii)O, (ii)N )

dτN

dt
>Ω1

dτO

dt
− Ω2

dκ

dt
, (24)

dτN

dt
>Ω3

dτO

dt
−

dκ

dt
, (25)

dτN

dt
>
dτO

dt
−

dκ

dt
, (26)

with Ω1 :=
Crr−[kD∗

p(p
N
r +κ)+(n−k)D◦

p(p
N
r )]

−1

Crr−[nDp(pOr )]−1 > 0, Ω2 :=
kD∗

p(p
N
r +κ)

kD∗

p(p
N
r +κ)+(n−k)D◦

p(p
N
r )

> 0 and Ω3 :=

Crr

Crr−[nDp(pOr )]−1 > 0 depending on the prie elastiity of the new and old aggregated demand

19

For a more detailed disussion we refer to Kollenbah (2014a).

20

Due to κ(t) = 0, ∀t ≥ t2, the old and new aggregated demand funtion oinide. Thus, (21) requires

also the oinidene of the supply funtion, i.e. τN (t) = τO(t) and therefore dτN

dt
= dτO

dt
, whih ontradits

(23).
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funtion, respetively. Obviously, all three onditions hold, if the tax inreases su�iently

fast.

Proposition 3 Suppose the unilateral limate poliy is announed and implemented at

time ω. A weak green paradox an our, if the fossil fuel quantity tax inreases su�iently

fast, regardless if only fossil fuel or both energy soures are simultaneously used before ω.

Our result ontrasts with Kollenbah (2014a), who found that a weak green paradox

is only possible, if no bakstop is used before the implementation of limate poliy, i.e. if

the old equilibrium is initially loated on part (i) of the old aggregated demand funtion.

However, Kollenbah (2014a) follows Hoel (2011) and fouses on the e�ets of exogenous

limate poliy hanges, whereas we have endogenized the optimal unilateral fossil fuel tax.

Therefore, our emphasis is the e�et of the omplete tax path. Nonetheless, our result

also shows the importane of demand elastiity, whih is stressed by Hoel (2011) and

Kollenbah (2014a). If the old aggregated demand funtion is su�iently prie inelasti,

i.e. |Dp(p
O
r )| small, (24) and (25) may hold for a onstant tax.

With proposition 3 we seize on Sinn's (2008b) original idea that an inreasing ad valorem,

ash �ow or qunatity tax may ause an inrease of early emissions. Sinn (2008b) suggests

a onstant quantity tax as an alternative to prevent a weak green paradox. However, we

have shown that the optimal unilateral quantity tax inreases in early periods to derease

later on. This raises the question, if a weak green paradox gives also rise to a strong green

paradox.

4.2. Strong green paradox

At the beginning of setion 4 we have rede�ned a strong green paradox as a violation

of the eiling z̄. To prevent a strong green paradox, the limate oalition must guarantee

r̄ = γz̄ during phase 2 and z(t) < z̄ during phase 1. As stated above, this requires that

not only r̄ but all fossil fuel market equilibria during phase 1 and 2 are loated on the

parts (i) and (ii) of the (new) aggregated fossil fuel demand funtion.

21

In other words,

the limate oalition must be powerful enough to ontrol the equilibrium extration rate,

i.e. at least the last marginal traded fossil fuel unit must be used by the limate oalition.

Sine the net of tax demand and the marginal extration ost funtion Cr(r) are time

invariant, all market equilibria are determined by the sarity rent path τ(t), the tax path

κ(t) and the oalition size path k(t). Reall that the sarity rent path is determined by

21

Cf. Fig. 1.
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τ0, sine τ(t) = τ0e
ρt
. Given a time invariant oalition size k and the tax path κ(t), τ0

must be suh that

T
∫

0

r(t)dt = s(0). On the other hand, the tax path must guarantee the

adherene to the eiling, given the oalition size k and initial sarity rent τ0. Thus, if

the oalition size is time invariant and given, the appearane of a strong green paradox

depends on whether there exists a simultaneous solution to both problems or not. If the

oalition size is not �xed, it may vary in time, so that the solution onsists also of the

oalition path k(t).

Proposition 4 If there exists a ombination (τ0, k(t), κ(t)) suh that

T
∫

0

r(t)dt = s(0),

r(t) > γz̄ but z(t) < z̄ if the eiling is not yet binding (t ∈ [0, t1[) and r(t) = r̄ = γz̄ if

the eiling is binding (t ∈ [t1, t2[), the eiling is not violated, i.e. no strong green paradox

ours.

Considering our rather general assumptions, it is not possible to alulate a solution of

the stated problem. Even by using spei�ed, e.g. quadrati or linear, funtions, numerial

simulations are hard to ompute. Therefore, we are going to establish a ondition whih

does not inlude all solutions of proposition 4 but is easier to verify. For this purpose, we

assume an unlimited fossil fuel stok. Obviously, this is the worst ase from the limate

oalition's point of view, as τ(t) = 0 ∀t, so that the fossil fuel supply funtion reahes its

lowest possible position in a (r, pr) diagram. In other words, for all pr fossil fuel supply

exeeds the level valid for a limited fossil fuel stok. Fig. 3 illustrates the supply funtion

without a sarity rent and the aggregated demand funtion for an arbitrary but time

invariant oalition size (k1) and an arbitrary fossil fuel tax κ1 (solid line). Suppose the

tax is at its maximum, i.e. κ1 = κ1(t1) and the illustrated equilibrium gives r(t1) = r̄.

Then, there also exists a tax path κ1(t) that enables the limate oalition to ontrol the

traded fossil fuel amount during phase 1 and 2, so that z(t) < z̄ for all t ∈ [0, t1[ and

z(t) = z̄ for all t ∈ [t1,∞[.22

The dashed line in Fig. 3 together with Fig. 4 visualize the adaption proess triggered by a

redution of the oalition size from k1 to k2. The eteris paribus e�et of the size redution

on aggregated demand is illustrated in Fig. 3 by the dashed line. With more fringe

ountries the parts (iii) and (iv) of the aggregated demand funtion represent more and

the parts (i) and (ii) less ountries. Graphially, part (iv) is lengthened by the same extend

part (ii) is shortened, as the orresponding demand (k1−k2)D(c) moves from the oalition

22t2 equals ∞, sine the eonomy will be stuk at the eiling without an inreasing sarity rent.
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to the fringe. Furthermore, both part (iii) and (i) are �attened.23 The new aggregated

demand funtion intersets the supply funtion to the right of r̄. The resulting equilibrium

extration rate r̃ violates the binding eiling, sine r̃ > r̄ = γz̄. To redue equilibrium

extration to r̄, the fossil fuel tax κ1 has to be inreased to the level κ2. The orresponding

aggregated demand funtion is illustrated in Fig. 4 by the dashed line. The solid line

depits the aggregated demand funtion before the tax adjustment, i.e. the dashed line of

Fig. 3. Furthermore, PA
1 and PA

2 show that the distane between PA(t1) and the market
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Figure 3: Fossil fuel supply for an unlimited resoure stok and aggregated demand before and

after a redution of oalition size
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Figure 4: Fossil fuel supply for an unlimited resoure stok and aggregated demand before and

after a tax adjustment

equilibrium point is redued. The argumentation an be repeated until the equilibrium

23

Let G(iii)(r) be the inverse funtion of (n−k)D◦(pr) and G(i)(r) the inverse funtion of kD∗(pr+κ)+

(n− k)D◦(pr) for a given k and κ. We get G
(iii)
r = 1

(n−k)D◦

p(pr)
< 0, G

(i)
r = 1

kD∗

p(pr+κ)+(n−k)D◦

p(pr)
< 0,

dG(iii)
r

dk
=

D◦

p(pr)

[(n−k)D◦

p(pr)]2
< 0, and

dG(i)
r

dk
=

D◦

p(pr)−D∗

p(pr+κ)

[kD∗

p(pr+κ)+(n−k)D◦

p(pr)]
< 0. Thus, both part (iii) and (i) of the

aggregated demand funtion beome �atter, if the oalition size is redued.
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point oinide with PA(t1). A further redution of the oalition size is impossible, as the

remaining oalition ountries would not be able to ontrol equilibrium extration. Thus,

with an unlimited fossil fuel stok, the oinidene of PA(t1) and market equilibrium

determines the minimal neessary oalition size to prevent a strong green paradox. As

stated above, PA(t1) is de�ned by lim
F ∗

→0
[kF ∗+(n−k)D◦(c−κ(t1))] = (n−k)D◦(c−κ(t1)).

The intersetion of the aggregated demand and the supply funtion at PA(t1) requires

r̄ = R(pr) = (n− k)D◦(c− κ(t1)), with c− κ(t1) = pr and, aording to (4), pr = Cr(r̄).

Thus, the minimal oalition size is given by

kmin = n−
r̄

D◦(Cr(r̄))
. (27)

In other words, for all k(t) ≥ kmin
there exists a tax path κ(t) that ful�lls the requirements

of proposition 4 for an unlimited fossil fuel stok. With a limited fossil fuel stok the

sarity rent shifts the supply funtion upwards in a (r, pr) diagram, i.e. supply is lower

for all pr. Thus, if a tax path exits whih is in line with proposition 4 for an unlimited

fossil fuel stok, there will also be a tax path for a limited stok, i.e. k(t) ≥ kmin
is a

su�ient onditions for averting a strong green paradox.

Proposition 5 If the oalition size path k(t) exeeds or equals kmin
for all points in time,

a pair (τ0, κ(t)) exists suh that the eiling is not violated and the fossil fuel stok exhausted
in �nite time.

With proposition 3 we have shown that a su�iently fast inreasing unilateral fossil

fuel tax an boost early emissions. However, if the eiling re�ets environmental onerns

or the dangers of limate hange orretly, it is more important if the eiling is violated.

Aording to proposition 5, the eiling is not violated, if the limate oalition enompass

enough ountries and the tax path is set aordingly. In this ase, the optimal unilateral

limate poliy may very well ause an inrease of early emissions but ensures the adherene

to the eiling.

5. Stability of a limate oalition

Setion 4 has shown that the size of the limate oalition is ruial for the adherene

of the eiling. This diretly raises the question of the stability of a limate oalition. To

verify the stability, we apply the onept of internal and external stability, whih harks

bak to d'Aspremont et al. (1983). Aording to this onept, a oalition is stable, if no

fringe ountry has an inentive to join the oalition (external stability) and no oalition
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ountry has an inentive to leave the oalition (internal stability). We assume that the

governments of the environmental fration m are benevolent. Thus, they maximize the

intertemporal utility of their representative inhabitant under the onstraint of the limate

target. As the fossil fuel tax κ distorts fossil fuel demand, no ountry has an inentive to

join the oalition, if the oalition is large enough to ensure the adherene of the eiling.

Due to proposition 5, it follows diretly that every oalition with k(t) ≥ kmin
is externally

stable.

Lemma 1 Every oalition whih an guarantee the adherene of the eiling, espeially

every oalition with k(t) ≥ kmin
, is externally stable.

For the analysis of the internal stability we assume at �rst that the oalition an

ommit itself to the tax path κ(t). In light of the tedious and ompliated limate ne-

gotiations, this assumption seems not unrealisti. By the ommitment to the tax path

the limate oalition ommits itself impliitly to a spei� extration path that is in line

with proposition 4. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the resignation of one oalition ountry an

inrease fossil fuel demand eteris paribus, so that the sarity rent has to adapt to guar-

antee the exhaustion of fossil fuel in �nite time, i.e.

T
∫

0

r(t)dt = s(0). If the adaption of

the sarity rent does not exatly o�set the demand hanges, whih seems quite realisti,

either at early or late periods fossil fuel extration is boosted. To guarantee the adherene

to the eiling, the tax path need to adapt. However, a tax hange is not possible, as the

oalition is ommitted to the tax path implying the internal stability of the oalition.

Thus, we have to analyze under whih onditions one ountry an leave the oalition

without altering r(t), given that the sarity rent adaption does not o�set the demand

e�et of a smaller oalition. For a start, suppose the fossil fuel market equilibrium is

loated on part (i) of the aggregated demand funtion, i.e. that the equilibrium is given

by R(pr, τ) = kD∗(pr + κ) + (n − k)D◦(pr). As illustrated by Fig. 3 a redution of the

oalition size inreases the equilibrium extration. As the neessary tax path adaption is

ruled out by assumption, the limate oalition is internally stable.

The result hanges, if the equilibrium is loated on part (ii) of the aggregated demand

funtion, i.e. if it is determined by R(pr, τ) = kF ∗ + (n− k)D◦(c− κ), with pr = c− κ.

Suppose the tax equals its maximum κ(t1) but the equilibrium does not oinide with

PA(t1), suh as the equilibrium (r̄, c − κ2) of Fig. 4. In this ase, a eteris paribus

redution of the oalition size shifts PA(t1) to the right but does not alter the equilibrium.
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Thus, some oalition ountries an leave the oalition without jeopardizing the limate

target. The argument holds also for all t < t1. In other words, ountries have no inentive

to stay in the limate oalition during phase 1 as long as k(t) > k̃min(t1), with k̃min(t1)

determined by the oinidene of the fossil fuel market equilibrium and PA(t1), i.e.
24

k̃min(t1) = n−
r̄

D◦(τ(t1) + Cr(r̄))
. (28)

Sine k̃min(t1) is in line with lemma 1, the stable oalition size during phase 1 is given by

(28).

During phase 2 the tax dereases to ompensate the inrease of the sarity, so that

r(t) = r̄ holds. At the end of phase 2, i.e. at t = t2, the tax reahes zero. Therefore,

PA(t) shifts to the left in the (r, pr) diagram while r(t) = r̄ holds. In other words, if the

oalition size remains at k̃min(t1), the fossil fuel market equilibrium is loated to the right

of PA(t). Consequently, at eah t ∈ [t1, t2[ some ountries an leave the oalition without

violating the eiling. The stable oalition size for all points in time of phase 2 is given by

k̃min(t) = n−
r̄

D◦(τ(t) + Cr(r̄))
, t ∈ [t1, t2[. (29)

Taking lemma 1 into aount, we an onlude as follows.

Proposition 6 Suppose a limate oalition an ommit itself to a tax path κ(t), its size
k(t) is in line with lemma 1, and that the e�et of a smaller oalition size on aggregated

demand is not exatly o�set by an adaption of the sarity rent. If the oalition only

uses fossil fuels during the time interval [0, t2[, it is stable. If the oalition uses both

energy soures simultaneously, its stable size is given by k(t) = k̃min(t1), ∀t ∈ [0, t1[ and
k(t) = k̃min(t), ∀t ∈ [t1, t2[.

As almost all industrialized nations use both fossil fuels and renewable energies, it

seems to be realisti to expet the limate oalition to rely on both energy soures. In

this ase, the stable oalition size equals the optimal size, de�ned by proposition 2, during

phase 1, if kmin(t1) = m. However, if kmin(t1) < m, the optimal oalition is not stable

during phase 1. In phase 2, the stable oalition size shrinks. Consequently, the optimal

oalition annot be stable in this phase.

If we relax the assumption of a tax path ommitment, the stable oalition size is

given by the lowest path k̃min(t) whih ful�lls the onditions of proposition 4. Thus, all

other paths k(t) whih ful�ll proposition 4 are haraterized by k(t) ≥ k̃min(t), ∀t and

24

Note that k̃(t1)
min < kmin

, as τ(t1) + Cr(r̄) > Cr(r̄).
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k(t) > k̃min(t) for at least one point in time. Due to the interdependenes of τ0, κ(t) and

k(t), not muh an be said about the stable oalition size path.

6. Stok dependent extration osts

In the previous analysis we have abstained from a stok dependene of fossil fuel

extration osts. This assumption is relaxed now by introduing the �ow and stok

dependent ost funtion C(r, s), with Cr > 0, Crr > 0, Cs < 0, Css > 0, Crs = Csr < 0

and Chij = 0, h, i, j = r, s.25 The optimization problem of the representative fossil fuel

�rm is solved by

pr = Cr(r, s) + τ, (30)

τ̇ = ρτ + Cs(r, s) (31)

and (6). Apart from the prie pr, the fossil fuel supply funtion R(pr, τ, s) depends on

both the sarity rent and the remaining fossil fuel stok. Consequently, fossil fuel market

equilibria are determined by A(pr(t), κ(t), k(t)) = R(pr(t), τ(t), s(t)). Graphially, the pr

interept of the supply funtion in a (r, pr) diagram equals the sum of the sarity rent

and the marginal osts of the �rst fossil fuel unit Cr(0, s(t)).

The stok dependene diretly a�ets only the supply but not the demand side. Thus,

the onditions for the optimal unilateral limate poliy remain the same. The optimal

fossil fuel tax inreases in phase 1 with the rate ρ+ γ and equals zero at the end of phase

2. However, the stok dependene an a�et the evolution of the tax during phase 2.

Due to Cs < 0 and (31), the supply funtion may not onstantly shift upwards in a (r, pr)

diagram. Therefore, the tax may also inrease for some time during phase 2 to ompensate

a downward shifting supply funtion, so that r(t) = r̄ is guaranteed. In the following we

denote the point in time the tax reahes its maximum with tmax
, i.e. κ(tmax) > κ(t), ∀t

and t1 ≤ tmax < t2.

Due to the temporary harater of the fossil fuel tax, the equation determining the last

eonomially usable fossil fuel unit τ(T )+Cr(0, s(T )) = c is not altered. Thus, total fossil

fuel extration is independent from the unilateral limate poliy. This result ontrasts

with Kollenbah (2014a) and Van der Ploeg and Withagen (2012), who show that a more

25

Reall that r refers to the urrent extration and s to the stok of fossil fuels. Kollenbah (2014a)

uses a similar extration ost funtion.
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ambitious limate poliy may redue total fossil fuel extration. As in ase of proposition

1, the di�erene is explained by our endogenization of the optimal tax path and our

appliation of both a eiling and a natural regeneration rate.

A weak green paradox requires rN(t) > rO(t) and therefore sN(t) < sO(t) at early

points of time. Consequently, the new fossil fuel extration path intersets the old one from

above, if a weak green paradox ours. Thus, (21) and (22) need to hold at the intersetion.

(23) holds also, as τN0 < τO0 is neessary for a weak green paradox, sN (t) < sO(t) and

rN(t) > rO(t) before the intersetion, and Css > 0 and Csr < 0. Therefore, the right

hand side of (31) is smaller for the new extration path than for the old one before the

intersetion. In the Appendix we show that with a stok dependene of extration osts

(24), (25), and (26) read

dτN

dt
>Ω1

dτO

dt
− Ω2

dκ

dt
+ [Ω1 − 1] |Crs|r, (32)

dτN

dt
>Ω3

dτO

dt
−

dκ

dt
+ [Ω3 − 1] |Crs|r, (33)

dτN

dt
>
dτO

dt
−

dκ

dt
. (34)

While (26) and (34) are idential, an additional term is added in ase of (32) and (33).

The sign of the term is ambiguous for (32) and negative for (33). However, if the tax

inreases su�iently fast, proposition 3 still holds.

The su�ient ondition (27) whih prevents a strong green paradox was dedued for

an unlimited resoure stok. Consequently, neither (27) nor proposition 5 or lemma 1 are

a�eted by a stok e�et.

For the derivation of (28), (29) and proposition 5 we have used that the tax reahes

its maximum at t = t1 without a stok dependene of extration osts. With the stok

dependene, the tax may also inrease during phase 2. However, the tax inreases if and

only if the sum of the sarity rent and the marginal osts of the �rst fossil fuel unit (τ(t)+

Cr(0, s(t))) dereases, so that r(t) = r̄ holds. Consequently, τ(t) + Cr(r(t), s(t)) reahes

its lowest position in a (r, pr) diagram at t = tmax
. By modifying the argumentation

of setion 5 aordingly, we �nd that before t = tmax
no ountry has an inentive to

stay in a limate oalition whih uses both resoures simultaneously, if k(t) > k̃min(tmax),

with k̃min(tmax) = n − r̄
D◦(τ(tmax)+Cr(r̄,s(tmax)))

. For all following points in time we get

k̃min(t) = n − r̄
D◦(τ(t)+Cr(r̄,s(t)))

, t ∈ [tmax, t2[. Thus, proposition 6 still holds, if t1 is

replaed by tmax
.
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7. Conlusion

This paper inorporates three important aspets of urrent limate poliy, unilateral-

ism, a demand side approah, and a limate target suh as the frequently ited 2

◦
target.

By using a multi-ountry model with �ow dependent fossil fuel extration osts and a

bakstop, we point out that the optimal limate oalition, whih levies a fossil fuel quan-

tity tax, should onsists of all ountries onerned about global warming. If the oalition

is su�iently large, it an ensure that the emission stok does not exeed a ritial value

(eiling) whih re�ets the limate target of the oalition. In line with the results of

Chakravorty et al. (2006a) and Kollenbah (2014b), we an distinguish between three

time periods. During the �rst limited period (phase 1) the emission stok approahes the

eiling, whih is re�eted by an inreasing fossil fuel tax. The seond period (phase 2)

is haraterized by a binding eiling. Due to the dereasing fossil fuel stok, the tax an

be lowered during this period until it equals zero at the end of the period. In the third

everlasting period a su�iently low fossil fuel stok renders the tax redundant.

By taking up Sinn's (2008a,b) argumentation, we show that a su�iently fast inreasing

tax an ause a weak green paradox, i.e. an inrease of early emission. However, if the

eiling re�ets the damages of limate hange orretly and the oalition is large enough,

the ourrene of a weak green paradox is not worrying. Rather, it is the indiation of a

poliy that ensures the adherene of the eiling. In other words, the oalition size matters.

This result has not been stressed in the literature, e.g. by Hoel (2011), Eihner and Pethig

(2013) or Van der Ploeg and Withagen (2012), whih does not fous on oalition size or

use one-ountry models. Due to the importane of the oalition size, we determine su�-

ient size rule. Every oalition whih omplies with this rule is large (or powerful) enough

to prevent a violation of the eiling, i.e. a strong green paradox. Under the assumption

that a oalition an ommit itself to a tax path, whih is not unrealisti given the ongoing

ompliated international limate poliy negotiations, we determine the stable size of a

limate oalition. At least if the eiling is binding and the oalition simultaneously uses

fossil fuels and bakstop, the stable size is not idential with the optimal one. However,

the oalition is still large enough to guarantee the adherene of the eiling.

Furthermore, we show that a stok dependene of extration osts does not alter our

results onsiderably. However, in ontrast to Kollenbah (2014a) and Van der Ploeg and

Withagen (2012), we �nd that the limate poliy does not alter total fossil fuel extration.
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The di�erene is explained by the temporary harater of the our fossil fuel tax.

We use several simplifying assumption suh as a uniform fossil fuel resoure and on-

stant bakstop unit osts. Relaxing the former assumption allows the analysis of optimal

unilateral limate poliy with di�erently polluting resoures. Chakravorty et al. (2008)

onduts suh an analysis in a losed eonomy. Supply side limate poliy an be examined

by realloating some fossil fuel resoures towards the environmental fration.

A. Appendix

Smooth development

Hereafter, we give a brief version of the proofs of Kollenbah (2014b). Following

Kollenbah (2014b), we refer to Feihtinger and Hartl (1986), page 164 et seq. for tehnial

details.

26

The jump onditions of θ at an entry point and a boundary point j is27

θ−(j) = θ+(j) + J
∂[z̄ − z]

∂z
= θ+(j)− J, J ≥ 0, (A.1)

with J as a jump parameter, and

−
and

+
denoting the values diretly before and after the

juntion point. We use the indiret method to solve the optimization problem. Aording

to Feihtinger and Hartl (1986), page 172 we an write the jump ondition at an entry

point and an boundary point as

θ+(j) = θ−(j) + µ+(j) + J̄ , (A.2)

θ+(j) = θ−(j) + J̄ , (A.3)

with J̄ ≥ 0 denoting the jump parameter of the ostate variable of the emission stok

from the diret optimization approah. Due to the natural regeneration rate, fossil fuel

extration an only jump downwards at an entry or boundary point. As both Cr(r) and

τ(t) are ontinuous funtions, it is lear from Fig. 1 that an downward jump is only

possible if the tax κ = µ− θ jumps upwards, i.e. −θ−(j) ≤ µ+(j)− θ+(j) at an entry and

−θ−(j) ≤ −θ+(j) at a boundary point. By substituting (A.2) and (A.3) we get for both

ases J̄ ≤ 0. As J̄ ≥ 0 needs to hold, J̄ = 0 and therefore −θ−(j) = µ+(j)− θ+(j) at an

entry and θ+(j) = θ−(j) at a boundary point, i.e. a ontinuous development of fossil fuel

26

See also Chiang (1992), page 298 et seq. and Seierstad and Sydsaeter (1987), page 357 et seq.

27

At an entry point the eiling beomes binding, while it beomes non-binding at an exit point. A

boundary point is haraterized by eiling that bounds only at this point in time.
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extration and tax. As the eiling will never be reahed after a boundary point, θ+(j) = 0

and therefore θ(t) = 0 ∀t.28

At an exit point θ is ontinuous, while fossil fuel extration may jump downwards. Thus,

with j denoting the exit point

θ−(j) = θ+(j) and µ−(j)− θ−(j) ≤ −θ+(j) (A.4)

need to hold, whih gives µ−(j) = 0, as µ ≥ 0, implying a ontinuous fossil fuel extration

path. If the eonomy swithes into phase 3 at the exit point, θ+(j) = θ−(j) = µ−(j) = 0.

Lemma 2 Both fossil fuel extration and the optimal unilateral fossil fuel tax are ontin-

uous at the juntion points.

Phase sequene

Let t1 denote an entry point, t2 an exit point from phase 2 to phase 3, and t3 an exit

point from phase 2 to phase 1. Furthermore, the index i = 1, 2, 3 indiates the phase a

ostate variable belongs to. At the juntion points

− θ1(t1) = µ2(t1)− θ1(t1), (A.5)

− θ2(t2) = 0, (A.6)

− θ2(t3) = −θ1(t3) (A.7)

hold. Solving (17) and (18) for θ1, θ2 and µ2 gives θ1(t) = θ01e
(ρ+γ)t

, θ2(t) = θ02e
(ρ+γ)t −

γµ02e
(ρ+γ)t

∫

e−(ρ+γ)t+ρ
∫
χ(t)dtdt and µ2(t) = µ02e

ρ
∫
χ(t)dt

, with θ01, θ02 and µ02 as onstant

of integration, and χ(t) ≤ 1 re�eting the limited information (18) provides about the

growth rate of µ2. (A.5) and (A.7) read

θ02 − θ01

µ02
= e−(ρ+γ)t1+ρ

∫
χ(t1)dt1 + γ

∫

e−(ρ+γ)t1+ρ
∫
χ(t1)dt1dt1, (A.8)

θ02 − θ01

µ02
= γ

∫

e−(ρ+γ)t3+ρ
∫
χ(t3)dt3dt3. (A.9)

We denote the right hand side (RHS) of (A.8) with Γ1(t) and the RHS of (A.9) with Γ3(t).

It is

dΓ1

dt
< 0, if χ(t) < 1; dΓ1

dt
= 0, if χ(t) = 1; and dΓ3

dt
> 0. Obviously, Γ1(t) > Γ3(t). The

left hand sides (LHS) of (A.8) and (A.9) are onstant and idential.

If there is a juntion point t3 from phase 2 to phase 1, there needs to be also a later

juntion point from phase 1 to phase 2, i.e. t1 > t3. As

dΓ1

dt
≤ 0 and

dΓ3

dt
> 0, we get

Γ1(t1) < Γ3(t1), whih ontradits Γ1(t) > Γ3(t). Lemma 3 follows diretly.

Lemma 3 The only sequene ontaining all three phases is phase 1, phase 2, phase 3.

28

Reahing the eiling after the boundary point requires an inrease of fossil fuel extration for some

time, whih ontradits θ̂ = ρ+ γ during phase 1 and τ̂ = ρ.
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Conditions for a weak green paradox

For the following proof we assume a stok dependene of extration osts. The results

of setion 4 are obtained by setting C(r, s) = C(r) and therefore Crs = 0.

The supply side of the fossil fuel market is given by (30). Di�erentiation with respet

to time gives

dpir
dt

= Crr

dri

dt
− Crsr

i +
dτ i

dt
, i = O,N. (A.10)

The relevant parts of the new aggregated demand funtion are (i) and (ii), so that

either A(pNr , κ) = kD∗(pNr + κ) + (n− k)D◦(pNr ) or p
N
r = c− κ holds. By di�erentiating

with respet to time we get

drN

dt
= kD∗

p(p
N
r + κ)

[

dpNr
dt

+
dκ

dt

]

+ (n− k)D◦

p(p
N
r )

dpNr
dt

, (A.11)

dpNr
dt

= −
dκ

dt
. (A.12)

Substituting (A.10) and reorganizing gives

drN

dt
=−

[

Crr −
1

kD∗

p(p
N
r + κ) + (n− k)D◦

p(p
N
r )

]

−1

[

dτN

dt
+

kD∗

p(p
N
r + κ)

kDp(pNr + κ) + (n− k)D◦

p(p
N
r )

dκ

dt
+ |Crs|r

N

]

, (A.13)

drN

dt
=−

1

Crr

[

dτN

dt
+

dκ

dt

]

−
|Crs|

Crr

rN . (A.14)

A similar argumentation for the old aggregated fossil fuel demand funtion yields

drO

dt
= −

[

Crr −
1

nDp(pOr )

]

−1
dτO

dt
−

[

Crr −
1

nDp(pOr )

]

−1

|Crs|r
O, (A.15)

drO

dt
= −

1

Crr

dτO

dt
−

|Crs|

Crr

rO (A.16)

for fossil fuel market equilibria on part (i) and part (ii), respetively.

By substituting (A.13), (A.14), (A.15) and (A.16) in (22) for the equilibria ombinations

((i)O, (i)N), ((i)O, (ii)N ) and ((ii)O, (ii)N) we get (24), (25), and (26) without a stok

dependene of extration osts and (32), (33), and (34) with a stok dependene.
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